
ANG Post-BRAC Tanker Game Plan 
Before accurate decisions relating to the alteration of Air National Guard units can be made, there 
are several processes that must be completed and questions that must be answered: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Then: 

QDR - complete detailing defense requirements. There has not been a QDR completed 
since 9-1 1. 
Air Sovereignty Alert Requirements - The face of the Air Guard must accurately reflect 
the Homeland Defense needs in addition to the existing worldwide defense and state- 
directed missions 
Determine the number of tankers in the future tanker fleet. What is the ACTUAL lifespan 
for the KC-1 35E and what is the projected number and date of a follow-on replacement 
airframe. Sidebar: Congress has appropriated funds and the contract has been awarded 
for the life extension of (7'0) KC-1 35E's through strut replacement. What islwas the Air 
Forces plan for those funds since DoD's BRAC 2005 eliminated the E-models? Is the AF 
authorized to re-route those funds? 
USAF FTF Model for tankers - Based on the above areas, what should a Tanker model 
look like? How many aircraft, serving which areas, flying what type of missions while 
exploiting the maximum rnission capability 

Consider Active Duty reduction possibilities while accepting that the Air National Guard 
units already operates in a cost effective and efficient manner (The Air Guard was 
BRAC'ed by definition) 

o 34% of AF Ops Tempo at 7.2% of the Budget 
o No PCS's, very little support infrastructure i.e. No commissary, bowling allies, 

golf courses etc. 
o Many fewer benefit costs i.e. health insurance, BAQ, BAS etc. 
o Employed when needed - Performs worldwide taskings in combat environments 

normally in a VOLUNTEER status and returns to traditional (part-time) status 
upon return. Mobilized under executive order ONLY when required tempo 
greatly exceeds volunteer capabilities. Mobilization is as much of a last resort for 
the USAF as it is for the ANG. 

Assess the true value of  n nit closure or realignment of an existing unit 
o Value of units as determined by operational tasking and tempo metrics and unit 

inspection performance. The 2005 BRAC round assessed the value of aircraft 
tail numbers and personnel as individuals and gave no credit for the inherent 
strength of a unit as it has been honed over many years. The units' performance 
in combat and in countless ORl's, ASEV's and UCl's is a demonstration and 
measure of war fighting capability and has been a major consideration. 

o Military Value in terms of raw mission capability - "How does the characteristics 
of the airfield and base provide the aircraft and crews the ability to optimally 
perform the widest variety of missions with the fewest aircraft." This is an aircraft 
specific equatioln and requires a detailed analysis of factors affecting the aircrafts 
mission. 

o Impact on overall mission capability during relocations or closures 
o Costs associatcx with training and unit conversions 
o Impact on retention and recruiting that truly reflects actual losses of experience 

and the value of smaller, grass roots-level recruiting bases. Larger "super wings" 
(similar to the active duty models) bear a larger burden to maintain loo+% 
manning levels than the smaller units such as an 8 PAA tanker unit. 

o Realistic and coniprehensive monetary savings -figures must include realistic 
replacement costs, if applicable, such as firefighting equipment and personnel to 
an International airport 
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Be mindful of the States' ability to utilize ANG assets for State's missions (disaster relief, 
airlift etc.) under Gov's control. Note: Keep wording slanted towards the "state militia" 
label. ANG units being owned by the TAG/Governor and detailed to the AD AF for other 
missions. This appear:; !o be the 'pay dirt" that we hit that may protect the ANG's very 
existence. Loyalty above the State level has been brought into question. 
Streamline ANG tanker units to fit better into the above in terms of location and optimum 
unit tanker size or multiples thereof by implementing the 2003 Tanker Roadmap that had 
already received the endorsement of the Weapons System Council. 
Locally - Expand KC-1 35 role in BHM beyond the traditional AEF and ASA mission to 
expand the sense of permanence. (example: Special Ops or PEMCO) and aggressively 
pursue in near-future proposals even if it initially proves to be costly in terms of 
manpower. (The Pemco mission is a textbook definition of a valid realignment with DoD 
cost savings. The State's I TAG'S should consider a plan that reaches into the Fed's 
operations. The Pemco mission can be "blended," AD and ANG as the AD attrits or 
could it become an AN(; operation that hosted some AD personnel - a community basing 
opportunity. 

These are just some considerations that are inclusive of the multi-role character of an Air 
National Guard Unit. We must carefully structure ourselves in such a way that completes the 
mission of our weapons system worldwide while accomplishing the individual state 
requirements and in turn preserving the identity of the State's Militia. 


